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Swissnuclear supports since several years research projects in nuclear science at the Nuclear Energy and Safety (NES) division from the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, CH. These projects contribute to the further specialization of highly educated young professionals and to maintaining a high
level of competence in strategic research areas such as nuclear material science, modelling or
thermo-hydraulic.
The “Tag der Forschung” 2020 aimed at presenting the 2018-2019 research projects to a wider
group of collaborators from the Swiss nuclear powerplants, representative of the Swiss federal offices, and interested public. Originally planed as a physical meeting, the “Tag der Forschung” was
reorganized as a virtual event in three parts because of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The first part was held on November 5th 2020 with the presentations of the laboratories and projects
from the Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulic and the Laboratory for Nuclear
Waste Management. The other projects and laboratories of the NES division will be presented during two additional events.
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Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics
(LRT)
Laborleiter:

Hakim Ferroukhi

Präsentation:

“Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics -Nuclear
Safety Research, Support and Education”

Zeit:

09:10-09:35
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LRT-01 “CASQUADES-II: Cask oriented analyses for the Swiss reactors”
LRT-01 “INFLUENCE: INside RPV Wall FLUENCE Calculation Enhancements”
LRT-02 “ATF Activities at PSI”
LRT-03 “NEWS project: Fast neutron scintillator for measuring spent
fuel neutron emissions”
LRT-04 “Source term mitigation in severe accidents – iodine source
term”
LRT-05 “Investigation of fuel assembly integrity under wet and dry
storage”
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Sergey Churakov
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“Multiscale modelling and experimental capabilities in the laboratory of
Nuclear Waste Management”
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No direct swissnuclear project, but participation in several swissnuclear projects

CASQUADES-II: Cask oriented analyses for the Swiss reactors (LRT-01)
D. Rochman, A. Vasiliev, H. Ferroukhi and M. Pecchia
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics
Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland
The goal of the CASQUADES-II project was to improve our knowledge on important quantities towards
the safe and economical handling of Spent Nuclear Fuel. Two specific subjects were addressed in this
project:
(1) Calculations of decay heat, neutron/gamma emission and isotope inventories, and
(2) Estimations of calculated uncertainties and biases for these quantities.
For (1), the PSI/LRT CMSYS platform, consisting of reference validated core models of all Swiss reactors
using the CASMO5/SIMULATE reactor simulation system, was coupled to the SNF inventory code to
evaluate every rod segment of assemblies from KKG and KKM and operated over a large number of
cycles. For KKB and KKL similar calculations were performed at the assembly level. These calculations
provided for instance isotopic compositions, later used for criticality calculations of canister with a
Monte Carlo transport code. This approach was then labelled CS2M for “CMSYS/SNF to Monte-Carlo”:
a unique flow of information towards canister neutronic characterization. An example of such canister
filling is presented in Fig.1 left.

Fig.1: Left: Canister filled with 4 different SNF. Colors inside the SNF are proportional to the segment
burnup. Right: Results for the decay heat from the SKB “Decay heat blind test” benchmark presented
in November 2019.
For (2), the estimation of uncertainties due to nuclear data was performed based on the PSI/LRT
SHARK-X methodology applied to the entire CMSYS/SNF computational sequence. Results were
presented in different published papers. Regarding possible biases, an estimation was performed in
the framework of the so-called SKB “Decay heat blind test”, and results are presented in Fig.1 right,
together with the results of other participants. This study has led to the discussion (still not resolved)
of the experimental and calculational biases for decay heat calculations.

INFLUENCE: Inside RPV wall fluence calculation enhancements (LRT-01)
A. Vasiliev, M. Pecchia, D. Rochman, V. Lamirand, H. Ferroukhi
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics
Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland
The project started with extending the LRT verification and validation (V&V) database for the inside
RPV fast neutron fluence (FNF) assessments with the CASMO/SIMULATE/MCNP calculation scheme.
For that, the “PCA-Replica (H2O/Fe)” Shielding Benchmark was analyzed in detail. Very good validation
results were obtained (C/E1±5%) utilizing several modern nuclear data (ND) libraries.
The second project phase was oriented on the revision of the FNF attenuation shapes inside RPV walls.
Calculations were done for KKG, KKB and KKL. It was confirmed that the generic FNF attenuation
correlation, as provided in the US NRC Regulatory Guide 1.99, in general agrees well with the detailed
FNF calculation results. However, it may not agree well with the calculated dpa attenuation, which
usage is considered preferable for approximation of the FNF behavior (see Fig. 1 for representative
illustration), especially at the axial elevations at the top and bottom of the RPV beltline.
Next, an assessment of feasibility and necessity of taking into account in reactor dosimetry calculations
of uncertainties associated with neutron scattering angular distributions was performed. It was found
that such uncertainties can be quite important and especially the influence of 16O elastic scattering
was outlined. However, such data is still incomplete in the modern ND libraries. It can be suggested to
the ND evaluation community to pay more attention to quality of such ND characterization, due to its
importance for reactor dosimetry applications.
Finally, the PSI ND uncertainty quantification tool NUSS was applied with SERPENT simulations to
analyze the EPFL CROCUS/PETALE preliminary experimental design. This allowed to predict
uncertainties in the PETALE measurements and to compare the PSI and EPFL methodologies. As well,
an applicability of the PETALE experiment for validation of Swiss LWRs ex-core dosimetry calculations
was analyzed. To generalize the study, MCNP/NUSS calculations were also done for relevant dosimetry
benchmarks, such as PCA-Replica, and for the Swiss reactor models. Such simulations with NUSS
facilitate assessment of usefulness of different sources of experimental data (i.e., open-source
benchmarks, proprietary information from the Swiss NPPs or the planned PETALE experimental
program), for validation of practical simulations. Furthermore, resulting complete Person correlation
matrix (see Fig. 1 for illustration on the matrix fragment) shall allow in the future performing advanced
data assimilation studies based on the PETALE measurements. In overall, all these efforts are to be
translated into a comprehensive quantification of the calculation biases and uncertainties associated
with the PSI state-of-the-art methodology for practical hi-fidelity LWR dosimetry studies.
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Fig. 1: Illustration on the best estimate dosimetry assessments with ND-related uncertainty analysis

LRT-02: ATF Activities at PSI
C. Cozzoa, W. Gongb, M. Pecchiaa, J.-C. Chenb, J. Bertschb, H. Ferroukhia, G. Girardinc
a
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics, Paul Scherrer Institut,
Forschungsstrasse 111, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland
b
Laboratory forNuclear Materials, Paul Scherrer Institut, Forschungsstrasse 111, CH-5232 Villigen,
Switzerland
c
Kernkraftwerk Gösgen-Däniken AG, CH-4658, Däniken, Switzerland
Accident tolerant fuels (ATF) are being developed to enhance the safety margin of commercial nuclear
reactors while maintaining or improving economic efficiency of nuclear power; however the behaviour
of these materials has not been fully integrated in simulation tools yet. Internationally, a strong focus
has been put on the U3Si2 fuel and composite silicon carbide cladding. A research version of the Falcon
fuel behavior code, in which creep models for fuel and cladding have been implemented, has been
developed at PSI as part of multi-physics assessment of ATF concepts. This Falcon version allows
assessing the performance of U3Si2/SiC compared to that of UO2/Zry-4. The comparison is performed
for operating conditions in a PWR as well as a RIA transient, which is considered a challenging scenario
for the ATF cladding material.

Fig. 1: Calculated maximum fuel temperatures during operation with U3Si2/SiC against UO2/Zr4

NEWS project: Fast neutron scintillator for measuring
spent fuel neutron emissions
A. Wolfertza, R. Adamsb, G. Perreta,
a
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal Hydraulics
Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland
b
IET-LKE ML K19
ETH Zürich, Sonnenggstrasse 3, 8092 Zürich, Switzerland
The NEWS project aims at developing a compact fast neutron detector based on a scintillator and
wavelength-shifting fibers. The detector is designed to measure the axial distribution of neutrons
emitted by spent fuel rods at the Hot-Laboratory of PSI. Such a measurement is relevant to the backend of the fuel cycle for several reasons. First, it allows validating isotopic predictions from core and
depletion codes as most neutrons emitted by LWR spent fuel originates from spontaneous fissions of
minor actinides (e.g., Cm-242, Cm-244 and Cf-252). Second, it complements the gamma ray profiles
more commonly measured on spent fuel rods used to assess their burn-up distributions and dimension
transport and storage casks.
During the span of the project, the detector principle has been tested on prototypes and a first
generation full-scale detector was constructed for measurements at the Hot-Laboratory. The current
detector has a 1-cm2 front active area, and a 3-cm depth. It is partitioned into four separate readout
channels connected via an optical fiber to custom readout electronics, including an FPGA digital signal
processing board (see Fig. 1). The detector was shown to detect about 1% of the fast neutrons while
detecting less than 1 out of 107 gamma rays entering the detector. The achieved neutron efficiency
and high gamma blindness are essential because spent fuel emits few fast neutrons compared to the
intense gamma-ray background. The detector is currently being tested at the Hot Laboratory by
measuring the neutron output of well-characterized 40-cm long spent fuel samples whose neutron
emissions were already measured with thermal neutron detectors. The poster will present the
detector and preliminary results of this measurement campaign.
Fig. 1: First generation full-scale detector for measurements at AHL
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Source term mitigation in severe accidents – iodine source term – LRT04
T. Lind, D. Suckow, P. Papadopoulos
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics
Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland
Source term mitigation was investigated by determining the hydrodynamic characteristics of liquid
pools and retention of gas phase species in the liquid.
In Task 1, the hydrodynamic characteristics of wet scrubbers were determined under different
injection conditions. It was seen that as the flow in commercial filtered containment venting systems
(FCVS) is invariably in the churn-turbulent flow regime, this limits the retention of gas phase species
in the scrubber. Tests showed that the chemicals typically used in wet scrubbers to increase iodine
retention have only limited effect on the hydrodynamics.
In Task 3, hydrodynamics of fuel handling accidents under water was determined for a series of
conditions with a varying number of damaged fuel rods (1-8) and different initial pressure inside the
rods (2-100 bar). The size of the bubbles released from the fuel rod simulators and the interfacial
area were measured with wire-mesh sensors and visualized by high-speed camera recording.
Task 4 included experiments for model development of retention of gas phase species in the liquid
pools. It was shown that the pool hydrodynamics has a significant effect on the retention of gasphase species. In these tests, CO2 was used as the gas phase species due to its easy handling, nontoxicity and solubility in water. CO2 retention in different flow regimes will be discussed.

Fig. 1: Gas bubble behavior for a continuous ambient pressure (Cont.rel., left), and for a puff release
(Puff rel., 4 figures on the right) at 60 bar for one injector using a high-speed camera

Investigation of fuel assembly integrity under wet and dry storage (LRT-05)
B. Jäckel, J. Kalilainen,
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Thermal-Hydraulics
Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland
The different code versions of the severe accident code MELCOR can calculate reasonably well the
behavior of the spent fuel assemblies stored in racks inside the spent fuel pool under severe accident
conditions. The new multi rod model delivers results, which could not be physically interpreted.
Therefore, the application of this model is yet not recommended. Additional validation in cooperation
with the code developers is necessary. The modeling of the different spent fuel assemblies showed the
expected behavior in the heat up depending on the power density and the thermal-hydraulic diameter
of the assemblies. The new nitriding model developed at PSI has no influence on the accident
progression until the ignition of the zirconium fire under dry conditions and air atmosphere as
expected. After ignition of the zirconium fire in air, the nitrogen reacts with the remaining zirconium
metal of the cladding and destroys the only barrier against fission product release in the spent fuel
pool. This process could be reasonably well calculated with the nitriding model. The positive influence
of cold neighbor storage was investigated and showed, that recently unloaded spent fuel can be stored
more safely, if longer stored “cold” spent fuel assemblies are located next to them. The different
oxidation models from Sandia National Laboratories and PSI are both conservative regarding the onset
of break away, but only the PSI model calculates linear oxidation rates after break away has been
initiated. Comparisons with experimental data show a reasonably good agreement between the
experiment and the code model.
Values of maximum heat loads of the spent fuel assemblies for the dry storage have been found based
on the maximum temperature of the cladding materials not exceeding 450°C. In Table 1 the effect of
the cold neighbor storage is demonstrated for different spent fuel assemblies (FA). These
temperatures were calculated under severe accident conditions in a dry fallen spent fuel pool with an
air atmosphere.
Table. 1: Heat load of spent fuel assemblies for dry storage
FA
9x9
10x10
14x14
15x15
17x17

hot neighbor
1.7 kW
2.2 kw
2.7 kW
4.0 kW
3.3 kW

cold neighbor
3.5 kW
3.9 kW
4.8 kW
6.0 kW
5.8 kW

